
Unitization Agreements
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Problem

• Assume multiple small “blocks” (land 

areas, perhaps of various sizes) overlying 

a large and prolific oil reservoir

• Edmilson drills “discovery” well on Block 6

• Soon thereafter, the various owners of the 

other blocks drill their own well

• Absent regulation, what will happen 

thereafter?
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Green Reservoir Outline is based on 

conventional seismic geophysical survey
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Edmilson’s Discovery Well

Absent regulation, 

what will happen?

X



Spindletop Oil Field,

Southeast Texas 1902
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Spindletop’s Boiler Avenue

“Rule of Capture”
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Solution: “Unitization” Regulation
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Edmilson’s Discovery Well X



Unitization in International Practice

• Traditional Unitization: Voluntary or regulated 
plan and agreement among IOCs holding 
“blocks” to develop a common hydrocarbon 
reservoir jointly

• Cross-Border Unitization: Treaty (agreement) 
among HGs having territory overlying a common 
reservoir to develop jointly (along with investing 
IOCs)

• Need:
– Oil and gas reservoirs do not respect “block 

boundaries”!

– The smaller the “block” size, the more likelihood of a 
common reservoir
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Frigg Field Between Norway and the U.K.



Goal of Unitization

• Optimize development of, and production from, 
a common reservoir as though the reservoir 
was beneath a single block

• Avoid Rule of Capture development
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Goal of Unitization Negotiations

• The allocation of unit production and costs to each 
participating Block should be proportional to each 
Block’s contribution to value

– This cannot be perfectly achieved

– But all blocks should gain from a greater ultimate 
recovery over rule of capture development, which 
causes surface, underground, and economic waste
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ULTIMATE UNITIZATION OBJECTIVE

Optimize Reservoir Development

• Increase ultimate recovery

• Prevent Waste (economic, underground, surface, & 

environmental) 

• By assuring efficient, orderly, and 

environmentally responsible development and 

• By facilitating joint operations to maximize 

efficient hydrocarbon recovery

• Avoid the wasteful Rule of Capture

• Protect Correlative Rights: fairly allocate production and 

costs among Blocks and the investing IOCs

• Avoid disputes but provide means of resolving them  
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Rule of Capture Waste:

surface, underground, economic
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Unitization Negotiation Dynamics

• Each participating block has its own set of 
participating IOC parties and interests, 
governed by a HGI and JOA (Operator, 
Non-Operators, OPCOM)
– Each Party’s negotiated Unit Participating 

Share (UPI) will determine that Party’s share of 
unit development costs (less any appropriate 
credits for pre-unit costs) 

• No Party wants to pay more than a fair share of costs

– Each Party’s UPI will determine that Party’s 
share of unit production

• No Party wants less than a fair share of production
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Block A Block B Block C

100 mbo 750 mbo 150 mbo

Each of the three drilled but uncompleted wells cost $10 million

Completion costs are estimated to be $5 million for each well.

Oil

Water Drive
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Original 

Oil-Water 

Contact 

Line

Consider a water-drive common reservoir



Block A Block B Block C

100 mbo 750 mbo 150 mbo

Each of the three drilled but uncompleted wells cost $10 million US

Completion costs are estimated to be $5 million for each well

Oil
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Original 

Gas-Cap

Consider a common gas-cap drive oil reservoir



Why are negotiations difficult?

• Negotiations occur after the affected HGIs are issued 
(in contrast to JOAs, which are entirely voluntary)
– More but inconsistent information make negotiations difficult

• Reservoirs are generally heterogeneous, not 
homogeneous

• Parties are generally heterogeneous, not 
homogeneous
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Reservoirs are heterogeneous, not homogeneous:

– Variable porosity

– Variable permeability

– Variable thickness of the reservoir

– Variable lateral extent of reservoir

– Complex reservoir geology and variations in reservoir rock

– Some areas within the unit have more recoverable hydrocarbons

– Some areas within the unit may have a greater proportion of gas

– Some areas within the unit may have more favorable structure

– Some areas within the unit area may produce longer than others

– Some areas within the unit may yield a more efficient recovery (at a 
lower cost or more efficient use of reservoir energy)

– Reservoir energy may be more concentrated in one or more Blocks

– Possible other independent reservoir in one Block

– Variations in hydrocarbon fluid properties across the reservoir, such 
as varying water:oil or gas:oil ratios
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Parties are heterogeneous, not homogenous

– IOCs in one Block may be more heavily invested in reservoir 

development and may have already produced hydrocarbons

– IOCs in one Block may have more reservoir knowledge

– IOCs within each Block likely have varying % shares within the Block

– IOCs may disagree about use/value of existing facilities for unit 

operations 

• While some facilities may contribute value to the unit, some 

facilities in one Block might also be used for non-unit operations

• Some facilities may contribute little value to unit operations

– Various tie-in issues respecting existing facilities

– IOCs may not agree on MER of recovery for unit

– Some IOCs may have history of tense relations with HG or with each 

other
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Negotiation details are difficult:

• Credits or Contributions for work already done within 
each Block

• Handling of any remaining exploration, appraisal, or 
other minimum work commitments, and whether the 
costs are to be allocated to the unit

• Allocation of costs for work that benefits both unit and 
non-unit areas 

• Allocation of unitized production

• The Process and Conditions for Redeterminations

• Analyze potential tax consequences and resolve any 
conflicts
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More potential difficulties:

1. Reservoir overlaps area not yet subject to a 

HGI

2. A second reservoir, internal to one Block, has 

already been discovered by the IOCs for that 

Block

3. A second reservoir, thought to be internal to 

one block, turns out to be in communication 

with the common reservoir
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More potential difficulty: the HGI for 

each Block may not be identical

HGIs for the various Blocks may not be identical
– Durations and termination dates may vary

– MWO may vary
• Some MWO may be unfulfilled in one block but completed in the other

– Time periods for work phases may vary

– Contract conditions and covenants may vary

– Unitization provisions in HGI may vary

– Fiscal terms (HG take) may vary (which may make HG keenly 
interested in allocations)

• E.g., bidding may have been on fiscal terms

– HIGs may be of different types (e.g., Brazil Pre-Salt)
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HG’s Interest in Unitization

• Hydrocarbon laws or HGI typically require Operators to 

notify HG of the likelihood of a common reservoir

• Such a notification typically triggers a unitization process 

that usually begins with the Parties for each affected Block 

doing a unitization study and engaging unitization 

negotiations with HG oversight

• KEY VARIATION: If reservoir is cross border, then HGs will 

negotiate a cross border unitization, assisted by their 

respective petroleum investors
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HG’s Interest in Unitization
• Optimal Development: conservation, orderly development, 

maximum production, & assurance of proper abandonment

– If HGIs are identical for each Block, 

– If all blocks provide for same HG take,

– If all MWO have been completed on each Block and 

– If there is no transboundary issue, 

– then HG may care little about how IOCs allocate costs 

and production

• Failing any of these three “ifs,” HG will care

• HG retains right to approve unit development plan and 

unitization agreement

• HG may pressure “strategic” bargainers to come to terms

• HG typically has authority to order “compulsory” unitization”
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Pre-Unitization Study and Agreement

• If initial exploration or development indicates a common 

reservoir, then the HG will insist on a unitization study

– Actual unitization may be impractical at this stage 

because not enough is known about the reservoir

• Pre-Unitization Agreement addresses this study

– Really a series of agreements

• Basic unitization principles

• Study agreement, which will likely entail appraisal operations, 

which the agreement will allocate among the Blocks
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Pre-Unitization Study/Operations

• Often, parties will agree to use “passmark” voting 
procedure under each existing JOA

• If “passmark” is met, then Operator under each JOA will 
cast the Block’s vote in the Unitization Joint Study 
Committee meeting

– Unanimous or “super-majority” vote may be required

– Operator of block where pre-unitization operation is to 
take place often serves as Operator for that operation 
and that JOA and accounting procedure may govern

– Costs of pre-unit operations are allocated among the 
Blocks as provided in Pre-Unit Agreement and then 
further allocated under each JOA to each party
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Unitization Success

• Typically leads to one or more 

“redeterminations” in the future!!!
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• Predicting reservoir characteristics and behavior in advance 
of development is difficult

– Parties may more readily agree to a preliminary 
allocation if its allocation will be revisited when more 
information is available

– But a redetermination adds uncertainty
• A redetermination may result if substantially different allocations

• A redetermination may result in the expansion or contraction of 
the unit area or interval

• A redetermination may result in a change in unitized substances 
or a different allocation of particular unitized substances (e.g., 
NGL rich gas cap may lie largely in one block while oil is more 
wide disbursed)
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• As development and production progresses, more 
information is gained

• Parties in one Block may wish to redetermine Unit 
Participation Interests 

– A mandatory first redetermination process may begin at 
a predetermined time—e.g., date of first unit production 
or at some later time 

– Subsequent redeterminations may occur on a fixed 
schedule or only if requested by a threshold of parties 
(e.g., all participants in at least one block)
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Unit Agreement’s Redetermination Process
• Often detailed, but perhaps only “guidelines”

• Typical Features:

– Unit OPCOM or separate Redetermination Committee 
directs redetermination study

• Usually chaired by Unit Operator

• Subcommittees may study and analyze data: reservoir 
engineering, geology, geophysics, petrophysics, etc.

– Timetables: 
• Data “cut-off” time for submissions to Redetermination Committee

• Preliminary decisions with opportunity for opponents to challenge

• Vote on a final redetermination

– Staged dispute resolution process:
• Often by expert referral for mediation or for resolution

• Final decision process with dispute resolution (perhaps an expert 
determination or an arbitration)
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Is a redetermination 

prospective or retroactive?

• This is specified in the Unit Agreement’s redetermination 
provisions

• If prospective only, then the redetermination will have no 
effect on the past allocations of costs and production
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Most redeterminations are 

retroactive or partially retroactive 

• Some Parties receive a lower retroactive unit participation 
share, partially offset by a retroactive credit for excessive 
costs previously paid

• Other Parties receive a larger retroactive unit participation 
share, partially offset by a proportionately retroactive 
assessment of a larger share of costs

• Balancing: usually done “in kind,” but may be done in cash

– In either case, wide swings in oil/gas prices affect net 
outcome 

• Consider the possibility of a “diabolical” redetermination:

– Parties paying a larger share of costs following a 
redetermination will be ordinarily be happy because they 
will receive a larger share of production.

– But what if the unit has been unprofitable? 31



Redetermination Take-aways:

• Redetermination negotiations are difficult and costly in 
time, money, and relationships

– Economically difficult

– Psychologically difficult

– Even “technically” difficult

• Interpreting data is not an exact science

• Although more information should lead to a more 
equitable redetermination, the complexity of the 
data, the diversity of data interpretation, and 
strategic bargaining spurs heated arguments—
perhaps leading to dispute resolution

• Hence, the fewer the redeterminations, the better!
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Timing is Everything!

• Generally, the earlier the effort to unitize the easier it will be 
to achieve

– The more information that is obtained about a reservoir, 
the more difficult it will be for the parties to agree on the 
production allocations

• This may seem counterintuitive

– Transparency and full information does not mean 
consistency

– Differing levels of sunk investments in each block

– Psychological barriers

• The norm is protracted & complex cost & production 
allocation negotiations
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One Block – One Reservoir
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Four Blocks – One Reservoir
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Consider the Brazil Pre-Salt
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Pre-Salt Unitizations Challenges

• Grandfathered “concession” blocks

• Petrobras “onerous assignment” reserves

• Petrobras-ANP “negotiated agreements”

• PSCs with Petrobras as Operator

• More recent PSCs without Petrobras as 

Operator

• PSC profit-oil bids

• Open Blocks

• Special role for PETROSAL in unitizations
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APPENDIX
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Unit Agreement & Unit 

Development Plan Team

• UA: technical, operational, economic, and legal document

• Negotiating team assisted by geophysicists, geologists, 
petroleum engineers, economists, accountants, and lawyers

• Due to multiple IOCs in each block, several levels of 
negotiation may be needed

• IOCs have incentive to agree because they do not want the 
HG to unilaterally unitize
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Scope of Unit Agreement (1)

• Unit Operations: 

– Both “Unit Operations” & “Non-Unit Operations” 

(defined terms) may be conducted within Unit Area

– Non-unit operations are operations not directed to 

Unit Interval
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Scope of Unit Agreement (2)

UA implements & governs unit plan of development

Define:

• “Unit Area” geographically

• “Unitized Interval” geologically

• “Unitized Substances” (including injected substances) 

consistent with HGI/law

– Possibly, oil (or gas) may exist only in one unit so only one 

substance is unitized

Above is usually done in attached exhibits

– UA addresses possible changes in area and zone
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Scope of Unit Agreement (3)

• Note that UA covers “unit area” and “unit interval”

• Thus, JOAs continue to operate too

– JOAs still govern all matters not related to “unit area” and “unit 

interval”

– But non-unit operations within “unit area” are typically 

subordinate to unit operations

– UA usually controls over JOA in event of conflict
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• UA allows parties, holding interests in different blocks, to 

act jointly as if there is only a single block for purposes of 

unit operations

– UA Parties will have UPI in unit property, account, and 

production

Unit Agreement Philosophy
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Contents of Unit Agreement
• Declare Unitization, Unit Area/Interval, Unitized Substances

• Establish UPIs and cost allocations

• Designate Unit Operator (possible contract teams or even create a 
separate operator entity) and rights, duties & powers

• Unit operating committee and rights, duties & powers

• Address Development, Operation, & Abandonment of Unit Interval

• “Passmark” Voting Process for work programs, budgets, AFEs

• Production allocation

• Financing of Costs (including “Carried” Parties)

• Unit assumes relevant existing data, facilities, and related costs

• Commencement and duration

• Address possible expansion/reduction of Unit Area/Unit Interval

• Representations / Warranties

• “Sole-risk” (exclusive) Operations

• Non-unit Operations

• Default

• Transfers & Withdrawals

• Decommissioning
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Unitization “Passmark” Vote

• Holders of large interests do not want their development 
plans fettered by holders of small interests

• Holders of small interests do not want to be forced to 
participate in operations that are not a high priority

• Thus, passmark vote is a contentious negotiating issue
– NOTE: 

• Passmark voting power will often be based upon allocation of 
interests in the unit 

• Thus, passmark voting power may change if unit interest 
allocations are re-determined
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Production & Cost Allocations

• A key but contentious issue:

– It is economically difficult

– It is psychologically difficult

• Usually allocated first among “Blocks”

– Block allocations are further divided into Unit 
Participation Interests (UPIs) by referencing each 
party’s JOA participating interest for each block
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Sole-Risk Operations

• Subordinate to unit operations

• May need Operating Committee approval

• Use of Unit Property likely allowed with 

conditions

• May result in being re-absorbed into unit 

upon reimbursement of costs to Sole-Risk 

Party, perhaps plus a premium

– A sole-risk operation may be conducted to 

support a redetermination
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Non-Unit Operations

• Interests within the Unit Area but not within 

the Unit Interval

• Usually subordinate to Unit Operations

• Use of Unit Property is limited but free or 

perhaps subject to payment

• May be carried out by Unit Operator or by 

applicable JOA Operator
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Unit Production

• Each Party has right and obligation to take 

its UPI share of production in kind

– Production is allocated to all unit participants 

regardless of location of extraction 
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Regulatory Matters.

• IOCs are commonly authorized and encouraged to 
unitize, subject to HG approval

• HGs may use regulatory pressure to encourage IOCs to 
unitize 

• A HG may force unitization on its own or at the request 
of an interested IOC

– Some HGs may rely on independent experts

• HG may specify a minimum interest for Unit Operator
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AIPN MODEL FORM 

INTERNATIONAL UNITIZATION

AND UNIT OPERATING 

AGREEMENT

(new edition is in the works)

Adapted from Drafting Committee Presentation 2006
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Basic Approach

• Private company unitization (not NOC)

• Single jurisdiction (not for international cross-border 
unitization)

• Does not address jurisdiction-specific requirements 

• Single combined unitization agreement and unit operating 
agreement (not the US approach)

• Tracks AIPN Model Form JOA 

• Limited to 2 Contract Areas 

• One or more reservoirs 

• Assumes that Unit Area is only partly within each Contract 
Area

• Assumes PSC

• Assumes HGI exploration/appraisal phase is complete
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Essential Points: The Legal Effect 

of Unitization §§4.1(D), 4.3, 4.9

• Unit allocations apply for purposes of taxes, royalty, 

production sharing, etc.

• Alternatives provide that Unitization Agreement 

“interprets” or “amends” HGIs

– Latter requires HG approval of UA, but HG commonly 

retain regulatory authority to approve the unitization 

plan and agreement

– Some HG approval “formalities” are likely
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Essential Points: Unit Area §5.3

• “Unit Area”: surface area included in unit

• “Unit Interval” - 3 alternatives

– Particular reservoirs

– Particular depths

– All reservoirs, all depths

• Changes in Unit Area or Unit Interval ordinarily require 
unanimous consent

– Option: allows expansion by passmark vote to include 
hydrocarbons in pressure communication

– Expert determination of expansion in event of dispute

– If Unit Area or Unit Interval is changed, a 
redetermination of Tract Participations is ordinarily 
necessary
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Essential Points: Unit Substances 

§1.146

• Unit substances are as defined by HGIs
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Essential Points: Pre-existing 

Facilities and Data §§4.6, 4.7

• Rights to existing data and facilities are not transferred to 

unit parties unless expressly listed on Exhibits J & K

– Alternatives: 

• allow transfer of existing data to unit parties or 

licensing of existing data to them

• allow transfer of existing facilities to unit parties or for 

an arrangement to use existing facilities

– No transferor warranties except non-infringement 

warranty regarding data

• Option: transferor retains certain facilities-related 

liabilities

• Note: Ultimate data and facility rights may be in HG/NOC
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Essential Points: Pre-unitization 

Costs §4.5

• Unit assumes only those pre-unitization costs expressly 

assumed under Exhibit I

– Assumption is that costs associated with any facilities 

or data that are transferred to the unit parties will be 

included in Exhibit I

– Right to audit to verify assumed costs
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Essential Points: Determination of 

Tract Participations & Unit Interests 

§§5.1, 5.2
• No method for making Tract Participations (TPs)

– Form assumes that TPs will be established during 

pre-unitization process prior to execution of UA

– But TPs will be set forth in Exhibit A 

– Basis for TPs determination is addressed if 

redeterminations are permitted

• Each Party’s Unit Interest determined as follows:

Z’s Unit Interest =

[TP of Group (Tract) A   X   Z’s Group A (JOA) Interest] 

+

[TP of Group (Tract) B   X   Z’s Group B (JOA) Interest] 
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Essential Points: Redeterminations 

§§5.4 - 5.7
• Option: if selected, alternatives/options for weighting factors

• Selection of redetermination option triggers alternatives:

– Last development well in development plan

– ___ anniversary of onset of commercial production

– Cumulative production equals __% of estimated ultimate 

recovery

– "Sufficient New Data"

– Additional optional alternatives allow redetermination to 

occur automatically, by vote of Group A or B, or at request 

of any party

• Number of redeterminations – depends upon number of 

alternatives selected, fixed number, or one per “period”
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• Redetermination Procedure, Exhibit E, & Technical 
Procedure, Exhibit F

– Options: "minimalist" procedure, fix a Common Database, 
detailed technical procedure, data deadlines

– Subcommittee of all parties to discuss redetermination

– Alternatives: Unit Operator, individual Parties, or 
subcommittee (w/ or w/o guiding expert) to make a 
proposal

– Period allowed to attempt unanimous agreement

– If no agreement, Unit Operating Committee or any Party 
can trigger “baseball” (“pendulum”) expert determination

• Penalty for seeking "frivolous" redetermination, §5.5(F)

Essential Issues: Redeterminations 

(cont.)
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• Adjustments to cost contributions to Unit Account, §5.6

– Reallocate past contributions to match new Unit 

Interests

– Alternatives for repayment schedules:

• immediately, 

• quarterly installments over two years,

• fraction of make-up production, or 

• percentage of overpaying parties' future cash calls

• Option: charge interest

Essential Points: Redeterminations 

(cont.)
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• Adjustments to Hydrocarbon Entitlements, §5.7

– Make up “in kind”

• Cash make-up if not made up in kind by depletion

• If production is committed to long-term sales 

contracts, overproduced Group must assign contract 

rights or cash make-up

– For “in-kind” make-ups: reallocate past production to 

match new Unit Interests by altering future entitlements 

("Adjustment Quantity“)

• Adjustment Quantity: fixed % of future entitlement of 

overproduced Tract that applies until make-up 

achieved 

Essential Points: Redeterminations 

(cont.)
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Essential Points: Non-Unit 

Operations (NUO), Art. 6

• Unit Operations have priority

• Options: require Unit Operating Committee approval for 

all NUO or for only NUO that penetrate the Unit Interval

• Option: require that the Unit Operator conduct NUO

• NUO use of spare capacity in Unit Facilities

• Unit may take over non-unit wells upon abandonment

• Block Group may take over unit wells upon abandonment
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Essential Points: Voting, Operator, 

and Operating Committee 

§§4.9, 7, 8

• Unitization and Unit Operating Agreement supersedes 

Joint Operating Agreements to the extent of conflict

• Unit Operator and Contract Operators cooperate in 

fulfilling HGIs

• Option: vote individually according to Unit Interests or as 

Groups (Blocks)
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Essential Points: Default §10

Default:

• Defaulting Party's Group has primary obligation to cure 
default and primary right to exercise remedies

• If entire Group defaults, remedies against Group's Project 
Interest (rights in HGI, etc.) are given other Group
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Essential Points: Transfer & 

Withdrawal §§ 14, 15

Transfer:

• Party’s rights in entire Project Interest must be transferred 
together

• Ordinarily, individual JOAs address transfer limits

– So, no “pref. rights” provision in UOA

• Option: allow transfer of “operator” status without consent

Withdrawal

• Upon withdrawal, Party’s interest is transferred to other 
members of its Group
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